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St. Louis Cop Suspended After Radical Views Are
Exposed by YouTube
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Sergeant Dan Page of the St. Louis County Police Department was caught earlier this week
participating in what seemed like a staged CNN broadcast in Ferguson where he shoved
reporter Don Lemon while standing with peaceful protesters.

YouTube activist The Black Child noticed the encounter on CNN and quickly identified Page
and exposed his radical views in the video below. The Black Child pulled clips from a 2012
lecture given by Sergeant Page where he gives detailed plans of a military police state
takeover of America.

CNN has now confirmed the officer pretending to manhandle reporter Don Lemon is indeed
Dan Page in that 2012 lecture. Page has been suspended for his ideology and will be forced
to undergo psychiatric evaluation. Of course, they still pretend that Page wasn’t a CNN-paid
provocateur in that ridiculous sidewalk scene.

Lemon uses the opportunity to smear the Oath Keepers as sharing Page’s views. However,
they report Oath Keeper’s response that Page is not a member of their organization and was
only invited to lecture about the police state.

This is the second time in a week that an activist journalist got a thug removed from the
Ferguson  protest.  Three  days  ago  a  police  officer  pointed  an  assault  rifle  in  the  face  of  a
peaceful citizen journalist and said “I will f*cking kill you”. When the livestreamer asked for
his name the officer replied “Go f*ck yourself!”

The officer was removed from Ferguson the following day and suspended. Activist journalists
have done more to enforce police accountability this week than authorities seem to have
done in a span of years.

It’s a very interesting world we live in.
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